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Editor Note: After the AGM the changes in the Committee will appear in the
November Newsletter. Many thanks to Susan Keen for all her hard work as
Chair of Camelot U3A for the past 2 years.
The Copy Date for all articles to be included in the November Newsletter is
Tuesday 10th October.
Cover Picture: Confluence Curve. Photograph from the Digital Photography Exhibition
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CHAIRWOMAN'S REPORT FOR CAMELOT U3A
2018- 2019
This has been another busy year for Camelot U3A with membership topping 300.
We have already reached that figure again and are likely to greatly exceed it as
enrolment forms continue to arrive.
The autumn marks the beginning of a new season of activities for most groups
and these provide the greatest enjoyment and satisfaction for members. It is
therefore with great sadness that I have to report the loss of the Theatre, Lunch
Bunch and Discussion groups. Their leaders have retired and no-one has come
forward to replace them. However I am delighted that the new groups for those
interested in Apple devices and Looking at Art have proved so popular. There are
more new groups emerging, for scrabble players and those wanting to play the
piano or other instruments together. The Monday Art and Digital Photography
groups have been particularly enterprising in holding exhibitions open to the
public, in local hostelries and Wincanton library.
The newsletter is an important means of keeping in touch and we have been glad
to read more about group activities. The website, managed and updated by Alan
Gibbons, is also a good means of disseminating information and continues to
receive many "hits". In order to encourage an exchange of ideas and maintain
interest in the U3A, the committee has also held two coffee mornings for group
leaders and potential new members in January and July.
We were pleased to be invited to Caryford Hall to be interviewed by BBC
Somerset Sound to mark National Village Hall Week in January and again to join
in the 25th anniversary celebrations in July. Such occasions are a good
opportunity to showcase our activities and publicise the U3A to a wider
audience.
During the year we have had excellent talks by a varied selection of speakers at
our monthly meetings, with good attendance and something for everyone's
taste. The Travel group has enjoyed a full programme of interesting excursions
which have been well supported. The Annual Lunch at the Yeovil Court Hotel was
less well attended, but much appreciated by those who went. The Open Day and
Enrolment was a great success. Groups mounted attractive displays, visitors were
impressed by the friendliness of the members and were encouraged to join.
It is good to feel part of a wider movement, both locally and nationally, to know
there is help and advice available if we need it and indeed insurance in the event
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of an accident. It was our turn to host a meeting of the Avalon Network of U3As
in November when we welcomed members of other local groups as well as our
South West Representative and our Regional Trustee. There was a lively
discussion of our common concerns, largely ensuring we comply with Charity
Commission regulations and persuading new people to take on responsibilities.
The June meeting was postponed until September. The two new members of our
committee benefitted from a training day organised by the Network in February.
I would like to thank all the group leaders, newsletter distributors and committee
members who have contributed so much, but special thanks must go to Eric
Rentall who has stepped down as newsletter editor, leaving it in the very capable
hands of Jill Halford, to Robin Whittock for his feat of finding so many interesting
speakers and Anne Wood for sharing her wealth of experience for yet another
year. I am glad that the other committee members have agreed to stay in post
for another year, ensuring continuity. It has been an honour for me to chair such
a fine organisation as Camelot U3A, but I am pleased now to hand over to a new
chairman who will bring fresh ideas and enthusiasm to the role.
Susan Keen

Camelot U3A AGM Friday 27th September 2.00 pm
Caryford Hall
Maggs Lane, Castle Cary
Followed by Mike Spencer. 'Vietnam Venture' 2.30 pm
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Camelot Monthly Meeting
At Caryford Hall
Maggs Lane, Ansford, Castle Cary

Meeting Programme
Friday 27th September
Annual General Meeting 2.00 pm
Mike Spencer. 'Vietnam Venture' 2.30 pm
This illustrated talk by Mike Spencer looks at
modern-day Vietnam from its capital Hanoi to life
amongst the ethnic hill tribe minorities in the
North-West of the country. It is a light-hearted,
informative account of a recent visit to the country
with a group from St. Margaret's Hospice.

Friday 25th October 2.30pm
Jonathan Weeks. ‘The making and meaning of the Wilton Diptych’
The Wilton Diptych is considered as one of the finest art works to survive from
the Middle Ages. It is a small altar piece commissioned by an English king to show
his devine right to rule. We will look at how the painting was made and what it
tells us about monarchy, life and society at the end of the 14th century.

Friday 29th November 2.30pm
Alan Wells. 'Bird man extraordinaire’
Alan Wells will be showing his collection of rescue birds, hawks, owls etc'
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Monthly Meeting Tea Rota ( and Display Rota) 2019-20
Thank you to all who have helped out with the teas over the last year, especially
the Group Leaders who have organised helpers from within their group. The
system will continue this year at Caryford Hall..…
Linda Gray will bring all the tea, milk etc but will need help from one or two folk
to set out cups before and wash up afterwards. Please arrive as soon after
2:00pm as possible.
Please let us know (e-mail or phone) if the dates do not suit (perhaps all your
group members are on holiday!) and we can rearrange the rota or try to find
emergency helpers.
Friday 27th September 2019

Happy Stitchers

(Mandy Osborne)

Friday 25th October 2019

Poetry 1

(Hazel Hudson)

Friday 29th November 2019 .

Poetry 3.

(Jane Rentall)

No monthly meeting in December
Friday 31st January 2020

Rambling

(Janet Ansell)

Friday 28th February 2020

Rambling 2

(Ian McEwan)

Friday 27th March 2020

Rambling 3

(John Stalley)

Friday 24th April 2020

Reading

(Gill Bagnell)

No monthly meetings in May June July and August
Friday 25th September 2020

Revitalize your French (Sue Keen)

Friday 30th October 2020

Recorder

(Gill Bagnell)

Friday 27th November 2020

Wine Appreciation

(Alison Gibbons)

DISPLAYS AT THE MONTHLY MEETING
At the Group Leaders Meeting it was decided to use the Tea Rota as a guide for
the Group whose turn it is to mount a small display of their Group work or "what
happens in our Group"! This may encourage other folk to join the group (if there
are spaces) or boldly start a new group…..It is also lovely for folk to see the fruits
of all the labours.
Linda Gray and Anne Wood
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Camelot U3a Travel Group Visit
Horsehair Weaving Mill

Tuesday 5th November 2019 2:30pm Cost £6
NUMBERS ARE LIMITED to 25 so please book early to avoid disappointment

The tour lasts one hour and you will be shown how the fabric is made, from the
beginning with raw materials through to the end when you will see the finished
cloth. Also you will hear about the history of the business. First established in
Castle Cary in 1837, John Boyd Textiles continues the tradition of horsehair
weaving on the original looms.
Please note photography is not allowed in the factory.
The tour is not suitable for anyone with mobility problems as there are a lot of
steep stairs to climb.
There is limited parking at the factory in Torbay Road but it is possible to park in
the roads nearby at Brookfields. I will lead a walk (10 mins) from Castle Cary
Firestation car park starting at 2pm. Please see the booking form below.
Castle Cary Museum (free to enter) in the Market House holds most of the
historical artefacts from the horsehair factory and is well worth a visit.
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RESPONSE SLIP Horsehair Factory
Please tick appropriate line
Walking, leaving Castle Cary Fire station carpark at 2pm ………
Meeting at Horsehair factory at 2:20pm…………
Name………………………………………………………………………………………......
Address……………………………………………………Tel/mobile…………………..
Email (if you have one)……………………………………………………………………
How many seats do you wish to reserve?..............................................
Total cheque enclosed ………………………( £6 each) payable to Camelot U3A
Return date by Friday 25th October 2019
To: Mrs Anne Wood,
—----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Stop Press New Groups
We are pleased to announce that there are 2 new Groups starting.

Scrabble Group:
First group to take place 19th September and then 3rd Thursday of the month
thereafter at 2.30pm. The Group leader is Chris May.

Piano playing for pleasure:
The Group meets every other Monday at 2.30 p.m. at member’s houses. The
Group leader is Jane Quincey.
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Digital Photography Group News
Over the summer the Digital Photography group held two exhibitions, as well as
the displays at Open Day and at the New Members meeting.
Our Group now has 20 members so the task of setting up these displays focused
our minds as to choice of photo and presentation
The exhibition in Wincanton Library during the first weeks of July went very well
We had our display stands full of interesting photos, all mounted, and covering
topics of Curves and Windows. An Open section allowed us to present our
personal choice also. Those visiting the display were asked to vote for their
favourite photo!

Very satisfactorily, the public nominated a wide range of our work. Those photos
nominated were then carried forward to the Silver Jubilee exhibition at Caryford
Hall at the end of July.
This Display was shown again at the New Members meeting in The Market House
in August.
The topics for consideration this Autumn are Landscape, Wild Flora and Fauna,
and Architecture. These will produce some interesting results for viewing and
discussing at our forthcoming meetings The Digital Photography group meet on
the second Monday of the month, in Caryford Hall, starting at 1:30pm.
If you are interested in joining us , please contact Anne Wood or any member of
the Digital Photography group.
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Looking at Art
Looking at Art has been running for a year now. The meetings have been taking
place in the Market House on the second Thursday of the month in the
afternoon. The members take it in turn to research and present a short
presentation followed by discussion over a cup of tea, and as the sessions are
well attended your turn does not come round too often!
Past presentations have been on such diverse topics as: Charles Rennie
Mackintosh; Illusion in Art; The Company of Frans Banninck Cocq and Willem van
Ruytenburch, to the Art of Japanese Kimonos.

Photo: Masayo fitting Patsy with a Kimono after giving the U3A 'Looking at Art'
group a talk on the Art of Japanese Kimonos
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Nature Walk
Duncliffe Wood 23 July 2019
Our Summer walk was to Duncliffe Wood which is one of the oldest and largest
woods in north Dorset. It is a while since I had been there so after a slight detour
around some very pretty villages, yes I took a wrong turning; we finally arrived at
the wood for a 10 o'clock start. It was a beautiful sunny morning and as we
started the walk we saw lots of butterflies flitting around in the meadows on the
track up to the woods, also grasshoppers, crickets and dragonflies. Butterflies
seen during our walk were peacock, meadow brown, small white, small skipper,
red admiral, peacock, gatekeeper, brimstone and one of the beautiful fritillary.
As we left the car park we spotted a little shrew run across the path and
disappear into the undergrowth.
We made our way up the track through the woods to the view point at the top of
the woods with wonderful views across the Dorset countryside.
There was an abundance of flowers including willow herb, vetch, oxtongue,
burdock, honeysuckle, common figwort, herb Robert, birds foot trefoil, red
campion and bugle. We saw and heard buzzards soaring overhead.
The wood is well known for its bluebells and it was 2012 when my late husband
and I led a walk there for the bluebells, was hoping to do one there this year but
unfortunately was ill, so hopefully next year. This is a wood well worth exploring
further as there are well marked routes, e.g. butterfly route, 1 ½ miles, oak leaf
route 3 miles, bluebell route 1 mile and owl route 2 ½ miles. Despite the heat we
all enjoyed the walk.
Joan Williams
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Travel Group Visit
Avebury Manor and Canal Boat Trip

June 2019

The wet and unseasonably chilly
weather certainly did not dampen
our spirits as we explored the
impressive Avebury Manor. The
mansion giving us an unusual
glimpse through the ages, as each
room was designed to represent
different eras.

Starting in the Tudor parlour knowledgeable guides
described the clothing of the period many of which had
beautiful examples of 16th century embroidery. Those
who wondered how Lucy Locket could possibly lose a
pocket saw that the little bags (pockets) made such a
calamity fairly usual. It was fun to try on a few clothes
and even snuggle into a Tudor bed- fortunately without
a Tudor for company.
A Georgian dining room was superbly furnished and
decorated with hand-drawn oriental wallpaper Remarkable antiques and a rare
and bizarre exercise horse.

Another poignant room showed the manor
as it would have been at the outbreak of the
Second World War with household items and
warnings of what might lie ahead
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Such a shame not to see a June garden as it should be viewed in dappled
sunshine but we could marvel at the espaliered fruit trees, thatch-roofed garden
walls and the lawns that over the centuries have made Avebury Manor a
quintessential English gentleman's residence.

Not a day to 'walk the stones' but some did
while others checked-out the village pub
before reboarding the coach for the 20 minute
ride to Devizes quayside where the Kenavon
Venture lay at birth, re-victualled and ready
for steaming.

What a happy affable crew we were, refreshed for the 2 hour trip with tea and
wine and gently edging east (towards Reading!), passing within 10 feet of a
nesting heron, and watching in a most relaxing way an endless tapestry of
natural banks and canal-side houses.

Still it poured with rain but our gallant skipper brought us safely back to quayside
and the coach for the journey home. A surprisingly lovely and happy trip!
Anne Wood.
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U3A Poetry Group 3
July Meeting
Our nominal themes were poems about Colours or by the Romantics but as usual
we began with coffee & biscuits, domestic business like the future cost of our
meeting room – and how to make our magazine entry more interesting for other
U3A readers.
Of course we veered off the subject and ended up discussing (amongst other
things) the poems we would like to be read at our funerals!! Not that we are a
sad, pessimistic group (anything but..!!) because we also mused on choosing our
favourite poem of all time.
However Revenir a nos Moutons – quite appropriately as Dione’s last poem of
the morning was Wordsworth’s Flock of Sheep – we had a most enjoyable
morning with poems by Mary Oliver, Keats, Shelley, Simon Armitage (the new
Poet Laureate), Billy Collins Alfred Noyes, Derek Jarman & William Allingham and
one of the group’s favourites was Thomas Moore’s poem on French Cooking read
by Carol. Thomas Moore was a poet and solicitor and acted as executor for Lord
Byron’s will, which amongst other things instructed him to burn Byron’s memoirs
– which prompted us to wonder why he had bothered to write them in the first
place!!
Our 11th of July meeting allows a complete freedom of choice of poet and
poems (fun or funereal) and after the August break the session on 12th
September will feature Irish Poets.

Railway View Curves : Photograph from the Digital Photography
Exhibition
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Rambling Groups
Rambling 2
Rambling 2 (Thursday) enjoying a very pleasant 4 mile walk from South Cadbury
via Sutton Montis and Corton Denham.

Rambling 1
During a 5 mile walk from Buckland in May
walk a few obstacles were encountered ,
including a field of young maize and numerous
stiles.

Caption: Where is the path, more to the point
where are the other walkers!
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Writing for Pleasure
As well as the longer pieces of writing that have appeared in the Newsletter the
group also write mini sagas on various subjects.
These mini sagas consist of 50 words and should feature the generations of a
family; however,
The rules in our group are a bit more relaxed than that! Here is a selection..…

Pandora's Box. Helen Tracy
The attic dust had them both coughing.
"What's this, Dad?"
"Nothing. Just leave it."
"Can't be nothing in a velvet box...Dad! It's Grandad's medals. Why are they
here?"
No words could explain to his son the tortured tears he remembered his mother
shedding over them.
"Put them back, son."

The Tanks. Derek Gregory
I was thirteen. One morning, hundreds of Sherman tanks stood in my road.
"Hop aboard," said a crewman.
"Wow! It's cramped."
Three days later, it was gone. To the D Day beaches.
Where it was blown to smithereens. Together with all its crew.
Whilst I was safe at home.
Thank you.
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Jack, the goose has gone! Alan Gibbons
"Jack! Quick! Catch it!"
Too late, the bird had flown. Jack follows it into a wood, where he meets a fox.
"Mr. Reynard," he asks, "has a goose come through here?"
"Why? You want to eat it?"
"No. Its eggs are golden."
"Hmm," the fox muses, "meat taste good too."

Windows. Photograph from the Digital Photography Exhibition
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Ditcheat Big Screen
in Ditcheat Memorial Village Hall
by the story of the Cornish Singing
group

October 17th: Fisherman’s
Friends (12A)
Uplifting Comedy/Drama about a fastliving, cynical London music executive
(Danny Mays) who heads to a remote
Cornish village on a stag weekend
where he’s pranked by his boss (Noel
Clarke) into trying to sign a group of
shanty singing fishermen. It is inspired

how a small-town boy became one of
the most iconic figures in pop culture..

November 21st Rocket Man (15)
The story of Elton John’s breakthrough
years, following the fantastical journey
of transformation from shy piano
prodigy Reginald Dwight into
international superstar Elton John.
This inspirational story — set to Elton
John’s most beloved songs and
performed by star Taron Egerton —
tells the universally relatable story of

Thursday 19th December:

Yesterday (12A)

Tickets are £5, available on the door, in advance from Ditcheat Farm Shop, or
online on www.ditcheatvillagehall.org.uk
Doors open at 7pm, performance at 7.30pm. Licensed bar and refreshments
available from 7pm.
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Caryford Cinema
In Caryford Community Hall
by the story of the Cornish Singing
group

September 24th : Fisherman’s
Friends (12A)
Uplifting Comedy/Drama about a fastliving, cynical London music executive
(Danny Mays) who heads to a remote
Cornish village on a stag weekend
where he’s pranked by his boss (Noel
Clarke) into trying to sign a group of
shanty singing fishermen. It is inspired

are separated by culture and
generation become united by their
love of a biting punchline

Tuesday October 22ⁿd: Late
Night (15) (Emma Thompson)
A late-night talk show host's world is
turned upside down when she hires
her first and only female staff writer.
Originally intended to smooth over
diversity concerns, her decision brings
about unexpectedly hilarious
consequences as the two women who

Tuesday November 26th: Red Joan (Judi Dench)
Tuesday December 10th: The White Crow (Rudolf Nureyev)

Tickets £5.00 from the Market House £6.00 at the door. Doors open 7.00
Performance starts 7.30
20

Groups
Apple iPhone, and iPad
Art Group 1&2
Book Group
Bridge
Calligraphy
Craft Group
Digital Photography
French Conversation (Adv)
Gardening
Happy Stitchers
History
Literature Group
Looking at Art
Mah Jong
Nature Walks
Piano playing for pleasure
Poetry 1, 2, 3
Reading
Rambling 1, 2, 3
Recorder
Revitalize your French
Scrabble
Travel
Wine Appreciation
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Dates for your Diary
Tues 24th Sept

Moviola Fisherman’s Friend

Friday 27th Sept

Camelot U3A AGM 2.00pm

Friday 27th Sept

Monthly Meeting. Vietnam Venture 2.30 pm

Tues 22nd Oct

Moviola Late Night

Friday 25th Oct

Monthly Meeting. The Wilton Diptych 2.30pm.

Friday 25th Oct

Last date for forms for Horsehair Weaving Mill

Tues 5th Nov

Travel Group Visit Horsehair Weaving Mill 2.30pm

Tues 26th Nov

Moviola Red Joan

Friday 29th Nov

Monthly Meeting Bird Man Extrordinaire 2.30pm

Tues 10th Dec

Moviola The White Crow (Rudolf Nureyev)

Good Tradesmen Guide
The Good Tradesmen Guide is currently being updated. If you would like to
recommend anyone you have used recently please check with them for their
agreement to appear in our guide.
Please then forward their details to me
Thank you. Editor
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